
 
 

 
 
 
Policy: Autumn Term 2020 Class Timetables & Catch up Curriculum Policy (Covid-19) 
Date: 1st September 2020  
Policy Renew Date: December 2020 
 

Intent:  
The intent of this policy is to outline the school’s strategy to support children back to school after the prolonged absence due to 
Covid-19.  
 

Implementation:   
 

Early Back to School: 
To support Year 6 when returning to school for their final year of primary education and to help them catch up from the absence 
of school due to Covid-19, the school has arranged for the children to come back to school a week early from the summer 
holidays (24th August - 28th August 2020). During this week, the children will re-visit the Year 5 Maths and English Curriculum 
which will support them when beginning the Year 6 Curriculum at the start of September 2020.  
 

During this week, some of the most vulnerable children will also be invited into school to help them become familiar again with 
their surroundings so that the following week, returning to school will be more comfortable and secure for them.  
 

Week 1: PSHE Focused Week  
School will officially start on Wednesday 2nd September 2020.  
 

To support the children in Reception new to school, due to these children being unable to complete their full inspire 
programme, these children will come back to school for the first week for just the morning or afternoon with a focus of them 
getting to know their teachers and the classroom environment, learning how to line up, how to play together safely, how to put 
their coat on, and how to move around school safely.  
 

For the remainder of the children (Years 1 – 5) the first week back (3 days) will be focused on supporting the children in getting 
back to a routine, getting to know their new teachers and classroom environment, sharing their lockdown experiences with each 
other and being re-introduced into whole class lessons i.e. becoming familiar with being back in the classroom setting.  
 

During these 3 days, teachers will deliver a PSHE scheme of work specially designed to support good mental health for the 
children.  
 

Week 2: Assessment Week  
In order for the school to gain an idea of the learning that occurred during lockdown and to establish where the gaps from the 
previous year are so that a catch up-programme can be implemented, during the second week back, the children will undertake 
the following assessments:  
 

In Reception, the children will take part in the Reception Baseline (These will also take place during week 3) 
 

In Year 1, the teacher will carry out teacher assessment linked to the Early Year Goals.  
 

In Years 2 to 5, the children will participate in end of year tests from the previous year in Reading & Maths and complete a piece 
of independent writing. The children will also take part in a reading age test and timestables test. 
 

In Year 6, the children will complete the 2019 SATS paper.  
 

 In Key Stage 1, a baseline phonics test will also be completed in Year 1 (to asses learning for Phases 2, 3 & 4) & Year 2 (to assess 
learning in Phase 5). Later in the term, the children in Year 2 will also complete a Phonics Screening Test.  
 

Once all assessments have been completed, the class teacher will analyse the papers and link the children’s answers to the 
content domain for Maths and Reading and mark the piece of independent writing from each child using the Writing content 
domain from the previous year group.  
 

A gap analysis document will then be produced in Reading, Writing & Maths by each class teacher that will identify the gaps that 
need to be addressed and also which children require this.  
 

Class teachers will be required to meet with the English & Maths Leaders following the completion of this document to discuss 
this analysis and action plan for moving forward.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For every child to reach their potential  
and live life in all its fullness. 



 
 

Weeks 3 – 12:  
For the remainder of the Autumn Term, the class timetables have been designed with additional Maths & English sessions for 
teachers to use as an extension to their Maths or English lesson or as discrete teaching lesson in these subjects.  
 

Using the information from the gap analysis, teachers will plan their Maths and English lessons by reverting back to some 
previous year teaching objectives before moving on to the teaching the current year group objectives. 
Some gaps in English & Maths may also be covered in other subjects such as History, Geography, and Science if relevant and the 
class teacher is able to do so.  
 
 

Catch Up Tuition: 
In addition to the English & Maths catch up sessions during the school day, teachers will also be running a catch up tuition group 
after school once a week for the identified children with the largest number of gaps in their learning. 
 

To support the children in end of year assessments for Years 1 (Phonics), 2 (KS1 SATS) & 6 (KS2 SATS) there will be additional 
teachers running these clubs so that double the amount of tuition will be provided.  
 

In addition to the Catch-Up Tuition Clubs, there will be two pastoral after school clubs to support children who have struggled 
during lockdown, suffered bereavement or found it difficult return to school.  
 

Pastoral Catch up Support:  
In addition to the pastoral support being delivered during the day consisting of: 
 

-Self-Esteem Groups 
-Zones of Regulation – Feelings Board 
-Worry Boxes in Classes 
-Lego Therapy 
-Guardian Angel for Specific Children  
- Counselling  
-1:1 Mentoring 
-PSHE Scheme of Work  
-Use of the Sensory Room 
-Sensory Therapy  
 

The Pastoral Manager and SEN Assistant will be providing additional well-being classes afterschool once a week.  
 

These children will be selected via discussions with the class teachers about the pupil’s well-being in their class.   
 

There will also be a Collective Worship Club afterschool so that the school can continue to support the children spiritual well-
being.  
 

The Health, Well-Being & Safety Club and the Eco Warriors will hopefully be re-instated in Autumn 2.  
 

Each morning, in every class there will be a feelings ‘check-in‘ station so that the children can let the teacher know how they are 
feeling each day. If a child places their name on a negative feeling, this will be discussed and the child will be supported.  
 

The Full Curriculum Catch Up: 
As a school, we have worked incredibly hard over the past two years to ensure that we are providing the children with a full and 
well-balanced curriculum. This has included the streamlining of content in each subject, adapting teaching methods to support 
the children in remembering more over time and re-writing schemes of work to ensure that they are logically sequenced and 
progressive in learning and skill building.  
 

As the school values the work that it has carried out and seen first-hand the benefits of this via the children’s engagement and 
enjoyment of each subject, the school have worked hard to ensure that this continues to be a focus of the school as well as the 
catch-up programme that it has implemented for English & Maths.  
 

Therefore, each class timetable includes the majority of subjects being taught on a weekly basis as it would have been prior to 
Covid-19, which the exception of Music and French (KS2) which will be taught during the half term as a curriculum day that the 
class teacher will schedule in when all the children are in attendance, one each half term.  
 

The school however is aware that as the planning of each subject across the school is heavily sequenced and linked from prior to 
current to future leaning, teachers may face difficulties at the start of a unit when they try to recap on prior learning and link it 
to the learning about to take place.  
 

As a school, a plan has been made to overcome this gap in learning by using the first lesson within a unit, when needed, to give 
the children the missing information that links their learning. This might me for the children to watch a video or viewing of slides 
to make the connection before moving on. Homework will then possibly be set to strengthen this catch up learning without it 
impacting on the weekly timetable or unit of work.  
 

As all staff have access to the long-term plans for all subjects  



 

Catch Up Opportunities: 
During the year, class teachers will look for opportunities to use the other subjects as an opportunity to address gaps in learning 
for example – negative numbers in Science, graphs in Science, ordering numbers in History timeline work etc.  
 
Measuring Impact: 
Impact will be measured in a number of different ways:  
-December assessments in Reading & Maths – Linked to brick wall progress. 
-Evidence of the number of gaps being reduced following a gap analysis of tests completed in December.  
-Individual pre and post assessments for individual intervention groups. 
-Increase in reading ages and timetables ages. 
-Improvement in quality of work in books.  
-Pre and post pastoral intervention analysis and impact evidence folder.   
-Observation of pupil behaviour. 
-Monitoring of Early Helps.  
-Monitoring of the feelings check in stations (Increase in number of children feeling happy) 
 

-Pupil, parent/carer & staff questionnaires 
 
Evidence Documents: 
Annotated brick walls from assessments 
Gap analysis document in Reading, Writing & Maths  
Attendance registers and outline of both academic and tuition sessions – Impact documents  
Pupil voice regarding support  
December Test Results 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


